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In this method, the concurrent displacements on the slope are applied statically to the pipe-soil model, and the inertial forces in the pipeline are ignored.

Disadvantages: 1) need for analyses at many time steps, 2) excluding inertial force in pipe is not conservative.
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- Most existing models use soil springs with perfectly plastic response after yield (no strain softening).

- Comparison of computed forces with and without strain softening springs.

- Strain softening helps reduce forces in pipeline; positive feature in design.
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• Results of a real case study using Computational Model (QUIVER_pipe) were presented and special features of computed responses discussed.

• Largest forces often occur at places on the slope which experience largest displacement gradients.

• Consideration of strain softening behavior of soil springs often reduces earthquake-induced forces in pipelines.

• Common analysis methods based on pseudo-static method are not conservative.
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